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Masking with balanced pairing, to enhance robustness and ink coverage by printmode. 
 
The method described below allows the possibility to use extra-fluid Latex printhead trenches uniformity, 
keeping stable the firing frequency and optimizing the nozzle usage. 
 
Some pritheads include two trenches firing the same fluid, but each trench is independent. In order to fire 
one image using both trenches, the need arises to use a half density mask to eject drops. These masks 
must be complementary each other. It is known as pairing. 
 





Paring method used so far is distributed in columns of one pixel. This method worked and kept stable the 
firing frequency, but the coverage was not properly delivered, and it was not robust to drop velocity 
changes between trenches, even for low density modes, this method used just a half of nozzles of each 
trench. 
 





The paring applied in conventional approach deliver the ink entirely in columns of one pixel, it means that 







The solution proposed is based on the distribution of this pairing that is different depending on the IQ 
needs. This is focussed on enhance the coverage and robustness to mitigate the possible failures of one 
trench. 
 
These patterns are different depending on the printmode. Enabling the possibility to priories different 
features of the printmode depending on our needs. In outdoor printmodes the most important feature is 
the firing frequency, but the homogeneity is not so important because the evaluation distances for outdoor 
modes are long. In the other hand, IQ modes requires high level of homogeneity to achieve a grain level 
as good as possible. 
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- From 1 to 3 passes, the firing frequency is very important, and the desired behaviour is to reduce 
the firing frequency for each trench by 2 keeping at the same time the robustness and coverage. 
 









This pattern is good for firing frequency because the ink is distributed equally by nozzle and at the same 
time the parity of each position changes to brake the splitter every 4 firings, it means that each position of 
pixel may be covered by a single trench enhancing the coverage in case of trench failure. 
 
To fire odd and even firings at the same time, the pattern is inverted, and it is done every 8 firings. The 
single holes surround, helps to keep firing frequency low. This solution may contribute to generate 
patterning due to parity changes, but it is the best solution for coverage, so it is recommended to be used 
in low passes printmodes, when the firing frequency and robustness is more important, so, in low passes 
modes there are less firing opportunities. 
 
 
- From 4 passes and beyond, the firing frequency is not so important, and the desired behaviour is 
keep the homogeneity to avoid possible clusters that may create or grain keeping at the same 
time the robustness and coverage. This pattern does not invert the parity of firings but covers the 









This solution is better in terms of mask shape preserving, each pixel is integer and is not broken but this 
method is not able to avoid firing repetitions therefore this pairing is intended to be used in high number of 
passes. 
 
Below there’s many examples of how the paring works and how these solutions can contribute to 
enhance the coverage and robustness: 
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This behaviour has been tested with a Gen4 Latex printer, with an optimizer printhead which the second 















Disclosed by Pau Costal, Andreas Muller and Antonio Garcia Verdugo, HP Inc. 
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